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We prove several L p-uniqueness results for Schro dinger operators &L+V by
means of the FeynmanKac formula. Using the (m, p)-capacity theory for general
Markov semigroups, we show that the associated FeynmanKac semigroup is positive
improving in the sense of (m, p)-capacity, improving the well known one in the sense
of measure. Using that capacitary positive improving property and two new
inequalities for generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck generators, we show the essential
self-adjointness of the ground state diffusion generator L,=L+21(,, } ),
associated with two dimensional Euclidean quantum fields.  2001 Academic Press
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1. PROBLEMS AND INTRODUCTION
1.1. Problems
Following Nelson [19], the free Euclidean quantum field is described
by a centered Gaussian measure PC on the space S$(Rd ) of temperate
distributions on Rd with covariance
EP
C X( f ) X(g)=( f, Cg) L2 (Rd, dx) , \f, g # S(Rd )
where C=(&2d+m2)&1, d2 is the time-space dimension (2d being the
Laplacian on Rd), m>0 is the mass of each particle in the system of
indistinguishable identical particles, X( f ) is the usual dual bilinear relation
between X # S$(Rd ) and f # S(Rd ).
It is well known that Xt=X | [t]_R d&1 # S$(Rd&1) is well defined PC-a.s.
and (Xt)t # R is a continuous Gaussian Markov process with values in
S$(Rd&1) and with covariance
EP
C Xs+t( f ) Xs(g)= 12 ( f, B
&1e&Btg) L2(R d&1, dx) , (1.1)
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where B=- &2d&1+m2 (see [9, Proposition 6.2.5]). In particular the
law + of Xt under PC is the centered Gaussian measure on S$(Rd&1) with
covariance operator (2B)&1, called the time-zero Minkowski field [22].
The free Schro dinger operator will be the generator L of the Gaussian
Markov process (Xt)t0 on L2(S$(Rd&1), +) (it is in fact a generalized
OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator). Our space of test functions will be
FC 0 :=[F(S( f1), ..., S( fn)) | n # N, f i # C

0 (R
d&1), F # C 0 (R
n)],
(1.2)
where C 0 (R
n) is the space of all infinitely differentiable functions with
compact support on Rn. If F varies in C b (R
n) in the expression above, we
get a larger space FC b . We have the following explicit expression for L
(a consequence of (5.8a), (5.8b) in [29] and the path continuity of (Xt)),
Lu= :
n
i=1
iF( } } } ) S(&Bfi)+ 12 :
n
i, j=1
 ijF( } } } )( f i , fj) L2 (Rd&1, dx)
(1.3)
for all u :=F(S( f1), ..., S( fn)) # FC b .
Now let V: S$(Rd&1)  R be a +-measurable interaction potential (only
the space variable is involved), satisfying
V # L p0+(+) := .
q>p0
Lq(+), e&V # ,
1q<+
Lq(+). (1.4)
The corresponding Euclidean quantum field with interaction V is given by
the thermodynamic limit
PV= lim
T  
exp(&T&T V(Xt) dt)
EP
C
exp(&T&T V(Xt) dt)
} PC. (1.5)
See [9] for the weak convergence of finite dimensional marginal laws in
(1.5), and [30, Theorem 6.1] for the process level weak convergence. To
present a more explicit description of PV, let us recall the following basic
result,
Theorem 1.1 (due to Hoegh-Krohn and Simon [10, Theorem 4.5] from
1972). Assume (1.4) for p0=2. Then (&L+V, FC b ) is essentially self-
adjoint (in short, e.s.a.), and the infimum *(V) of the spectrum of its closure
H is an isolated eigenvalue whose eigenspace is generated by some unique
+-a.s. strictly positive , with  ,2 d+=1 (called the ground state).
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By [9, 30], restricted to F0T :=_(Xt ; 0tT ),
PV |F0T=,(X0) ,(XT) exp \*(V) T&|
T
0
V(Xt) dt+ } PC,
i.e., the ground state diffusion (its transition semigroup is called the semi-
group of transfer matrices in Simon [22]). Moreover under PV, (Xt)t # R is
a continuous symmetric Markov process with invariant measure +, :=,2+,
and its generator acting on FC b is given by
L,F=LF+2
1(,, F )
,
, \F # FC b , (1.6)
where 1 is the carre -du-champs operator associated with L, given at
first by 1(F, G) :=(12)(L(FG)&(LF ) G&FLG) for F, G # FC b , and
extended next for all F, G belonging to the domain of Dirichlet form
associated with L (since FC b is a core for L in L
2(+), see [26]).
It has the following explicit expression for u=F(S( f1), ..., S( fn)), v=
G(S(g1), ..., S(gm)) # FC b (a consequence of (1.3)),
1(u, v)= 12 :
1in, 1 jm
iF( } } } )  jG( } } } )( fi , gj) L2 (R d&1, dx) .
Remark that the operator L, is well defined for any , belonging to the
domain of Dirichlet form associated with L.
To state the questions studied in this paper, let us recall the following
notion of uniqueness used in [27].
Definition 1.2. An operator A on a Banach space X is called an essential
generator, if it is closable and its closure A is the generator of a C0-semigroup
(Tt) on X (i.e., a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators).
By Arendt [2] and [27, Lemma 2.6], if and only if A is an essential
generator, (Tt) is the unique C0-semigroup whose generator is an extension
of A. (And for an upper bounded symmetric operator A on a Hilbert space,
A is an essential generator if and only if it is essentially self-adjoint.) That
is why often in this paper the above property is called X-uniqueness.
Our first question consists of extending Theorem 1.1:
Question 1. Is (L&V, FC 0 ) L
p(+)-unique?
&L, will be served as the Hamiltonian on L2(+,=,2+) of the interact-
ing Euclidean quantum field observed at the ground state ,. The e.s.a. of
(L,, FC 0 ) is equivalent to the unique solvability of the corresponding
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Schro dinger equation or of the heat equation tu=L,u in L2(S$(Rd&1), +,).
Now the reader sees clearly the importance of the open
Question 2. Is (L,, FC 0 ) essentially self-adjoint (in short, e.s.a.) on
L2(S$(Rd&1), +,)?
We were rather close (we believed close but in reality were quite far) to
solving the open Question 2 above in Theorem 3.5 of [26] in the following
sense: if the ground state , of &L+V satisfies , # 1<p<+ D2, p and
for every p # (1, +),
Cap2, p(, <=)  0 as =  0, (1.7)
where , is the Cap2, p -quasi-continuous version of ,, then Question 2 has
a positive answer.
To the knowledge of the author, Question 2 remains open.
1.2. Several Known Results
An enormous number of pioneering and important works are realized on
the L2-uniqueness (or equivalently e.s.a.) of the Schro dinger operator
&2+V. We are content here only to cite Chung and Zhao [4], Kato
[11], and Reed and Simon [21], where the reader can find a large number
of references. Below we focus on operators of type (1.6), whose studies are
more recent.
(1) About the L2-Uniqueness. In the finite dimensional context where
S$(Rd&1) is replaced by Rn, L by the usual Laplacian 22, and FC 0 by
C0 (R
n), the operator L, given in (1.6) becomes
L,f =
1
2
2f +
{, } {f
,
, \f # C 0 (R
n), (1.8)
A lot of studies are realized about the e.s.a. of (L,, C 0 (R
n)) on L2(Rn, ,2dx),
even for general , belonging locally to H1 (the usual Sobolev space); see
Wielens [25], Liskevitch and Semenov [14], Liskevitch [13], Eberle [5], the
author [28], and the references therein. A result due to Wielens [25] says that
(L,, C0 (R
n)) is e.s.a. if , is locally lipchizian and ,>0 over Rn (our condition
(1.7) can be read as a (very partial) extension of his result to the infinite
dimensional case).
In [14], Liskevitch and Semenov established the e.s.a. of (L,, C 0 (R
n))
under the global integrability condition ; :=|{,|, # L4(Rn, ,2 dx). More
recently Liskevitch [13, Theorem 1] gives a local version of that result.
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For the e.s.a. in the infinite dimensional framework, see Albeverio et al.
[1], the author [26], Song [23], Eberle [5], and Liskevitch and Ro ckner
[15] (where the applications to stochastic quantization are investigated).
(2) About the L1-Uniqueness. This is studied by the author [27] for the
Schro dinger operators &2+V, and [28, 29] for generalized Schro dinger
operators of type (1.8) and (1.6), where the explicit necessary and sufficient
conditions in terms of V or , are obtained. Stannat [24] and Liskevitch
[13] obtain the same results for generalized Schro dinger operators of type
(1.8) in some slightly different contexts (they were apparently unaware of
my works [28, 29] which circulated during 1997, as I was of their works
in that period).
In [28], it is shown that (L,, C 0 (D) is L
1(D, ,2 dx)-unique, if and only
if the corresponding diffusion is conservative, under the condition that , is
continuous and , # H 1loc(D), where D is an open domain in R
n. The last
result is extended to a general framework including the infinite dimensional
case in [29], under the condition that ,, ,2 belong both to the domain of
Dirichlet form. In particular we show that [29, Sect. 5]
v for any eigenfunction , of &L+V given in Subsection 1.1,
(L,, FC 0 ) defined by (1.6) is L
1(,2+)-unique; but
v for any eigenfunction , of &L+V given in Subsection 1.1 with an
eigenvalue different from the lowest energy *(V) (called often the excited
state), (L,, FC b ) is not L
2-unique.
The last non-uniqueness result shows the subtleness of Question 2.
The main purpose of this paper is to solve both Questions 1 and 2. It is
organized as follows. In the next section we shall establish the L p-unique-
ness of a general Schro dinger operator (L&V, D) under quite explicit
conditions, where L is the generator of some Markov semigroup. The
main results of this section, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, extend the famous Kato
theorem from L=2 to general L and from p=2 to any 1p<+. In
particular Question 1 is completely solved in Corollary 2.6, where the
Nelson hypercontractivity (or equivalently the Gross log-Sobolev inequality)
and the Meyer inequality are used in an essential way.
The remaining part of the paper is devoted to the study of Question 2,
which is much more delicate. Our first remark is that condition (1.7) is
equivalent to
Cap2, p(, 0)=0, (1.9)
for every p # (1, +). For verifying (1.9), we are brought to show that
e&*(V) t, =PtV,
t
is Cap2, p -quasi-everywhere positive. The objective of
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Section 3 is to establish that capacitary positive improving property for
a general Markov semigroup (Pt) and for the associated FeynmanKac
semigroup (PVt ), instead of the well known one in the sense of measure +.
The key tool for realizing this aim is the theory of (m, p)-capacity, developed
by Malliavin [17], Fukushima and Kaneko [8], Feyel and de la Pratelle
[6, 7], and by Kazumi and Shigekawa [12] in a general framework, etc.
See Malliavin [18] for an updated development and for references.
Our second imperative consists of substituting the condition that , #
1<p<+ D2, p by some weaker one suitable to the condition (1.4) for
p0=2 (as in the Hoegh-Krohn and Simon theorem). For that purpose we
require two new inequalities proven in another recent paper [31] for
generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck operators (both consequences of the deep
MeyerBakry inequality). After recalling them, we give the solution of
Question 2 in Section 4. Moreover as applications, three examples are
treated in dimension d=2: the P(,)-model, Hoegh-Krohn exponential
model, and the sine-Gordon trigonometric models.
2. Lp-UNIQUENESS OF SCHRO DINGER OPERATORS
2.1. FeynmanKac Semigroup
Throughout this paper, E is a Polish space equipped with some non-
negative _-finite measure + on its Borel _-field B, charging all nonempty
open subsets of E. Given a Markov semigroup (Pt) on L(E, +) (i.e., Pt is
nonnegative and Pt 1=1) such that
|
E
Pt f d+=|
E
f d+, \f # B+ (2.1)
(where B+ denotes the set of all nonnegative B-measurable functions),
(Pt) can be regarded as a semigroup of contractions on L p(E, +) for every
p # [1, +]. We assume that (Pt) is strongly continuous on L p(E, +) for
all p # [1, +). Its generator in L p(E, +) :=L p(+) :=L p will be denoted
by (L, Dp(L)). Given *, m>0, consider the operator
Vm(*) :=
1
1(m2) |

0
tm2&1e&*tPt dt=(*&L)&m2. (2.2)
Then R* :=V2(*) is the resolvent. Define the Sobolev space (Dm, p , & }&m, p)
by
Dm, p :=Vm(1)(L p(+)); &Vm(1) f &m, p :=& f &p , (2.3)
for any p # [1, +]. Then D2, p=Dp(L)=R*(L p) for any *>0 and
p<+.
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For some initial probability measure &0 t+ with d&0 d+ # L(+) fixed,
one can construct a probability measure P&0 on the product space (0 :=E
R+,
F0 :=B
R+) such that the coordinates process (Xt) is a conservative Markov
process with initial measure &0 and with transition semigroup (Pt). Let F be
the completion of F0 by P&0 . There is always a B(R
+)_F-measurable
P&0 -version of (Xt). So without loss of generality we shall assume from now
on that (Xt) is itself B(R+)_F-measurable. Now for any measure &<<+
and any nonnegative F-measurable function F on 0, set
P&(A) :=|
A
d&
d&0
(X0) dP&0 , \A # F
ExF :=EP&0 (F | X0=x), &0 t+-a.e.
Then ExF=EP& (F |X0=x), &-a.e.
Now given a measurable potential V: E  R such that
|
t
0
|V| (Xs) ds<+, \t>0, P&0-a.e. (2.4)
define the FeynmanKac semigroup
PVt f (x) :=E
xf (Xt) exp \&|
t
0
V(Xs) ds+ (2.5)
and the adjoint FeynmanKac semigroup,
P Vt f (x) :=E
+ _ f (X0) exp \&|
t
0
V(Xs) ds+ } Xt=x& (2.6)
for any f # B+. If V=0 we write P t for P Vt . Then for any f, g # B
+,
(PVt f, g) +=( f, P
V
t g) + :=|
E
fP Vt g d+. (2.7)
(All terms above are well defined with values in [0, +], +-a.e.).
When V is bounded, it is well known that (L&V, D2, p) is the generator
of (PVt ) on L
p(+) for each p # [1, +) (this correspondence is the so-called
FeynmanKac formula). But when V is unbounded, the study of the Schro dinger
operator &L+V becomes much more difficult, and its L2-uniqueness is a
classical subject, especially for L=22, the generator of the Brownian
motion; see Kato [11] and Reed and Simon [21].
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2.2. A General Result for L p-Uniqueness
We begin with the nonnegative potential case V0.
Theorem 2.1. Let 1p<+. Given 0V # L p(+) and D/D2, p & L.
If (L, D) is strongly L p-unique in the sense that for any f # D2, p & D2,  ,
there exists a sequence ( fn)/D so that
& fn& f &2, p  0 and sup
n
& fn &<+, (2.8)
then (L&V, D) is closable in L p(+) and its closure is exactly the generator
of the FeynmanKac semigroup (PVt ), which is a C0 -semigroup on L
p(+). In
particular (L&V, D) is L p-unique.
Remarks (2.i). It is a natural extension of the famous Kato theorem: if
0V # L2loc(R
n), (&22+V; C 0 (R
n)) is e.s.a. (it is easy to ckeck that
C0 (R
n) satisfies (2.8), by following the proof of Corollary 2.6(a) below).
In [27], it is proven that if 0V # L1loc(R
n), (&22+V; C 0 (R
n)) is
L1-unique.
Now for p{1, 2, the above result gives the L p-uniqueness of (&22+V;
C0 (R
n)) once if 0V # L p(Rn). But using the classical approach (Kato’s
inequality), we can prove that L p-uniqueness even for 0V # L ploc(R
n) (this
will be carried out in a forthcoming paper [32]).
Theorem 2.2. Let 1pq<+ and r # ( p, +] so that 1q+1r=
1p. Given a potential V and a space of test-functions D satisfying the follow-
ing two assumptions:
(A) D/D2, p & Lr(+) and for any f # D2, p & D2,  , there exists
( fn)/D such that
& fn& f &2, p  0 and sup
n
& fn &r<+, (2.9)
(B) V # Lq(+) and for a= p, r,
sup
0t1
&PVt &a := sup
0t1
sup[&PVt f &a ; f # B+, & f &a1]<+,
(2.10)
then (L&V, D) is closable in L p(+) and its closure is exactly the generator
of the FeynmanKac semigroup (PVt ), which is a C0 -semigroup on L
p(+). In
particular (L&V, D) is L p-unique.
Remarks (2.ii). This result is an extension of Theorem 2.5 in [26]. It
gives not only the L p-uniqueness of the Schro dinger operator, but also the
corresponding FeynmanKac formula. Note also that it contains the e.s.a.
result in Kazumi and Shigekawa [12, Theorem 3.6] as particular case
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(they used the Kato inequality). The key idea behind this result is that
the Schro dinger operator L&V, being unbounded, is a difficult analytical
object; but the FeynmanKac semigroup, being of an explicit probabilistic
expression, is bounded and more easier to handle.
The extension from p=2 to p{2 given in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 may
be quite delicate and have interesting consequences in partial differential
equations (see [5, 27, Sect. 6; 28, Proposition 1.1; 32], etc). Let us explain
it by a simple example. Consider the Laplacian 2 on D=C 0 (R
n"[o]) (the
space of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact support con-
tained in Rn"[o]). It is well known that (2, C 0 (R
n"[o])) is e.s.a. in
L2(Rn, dx) iff n4 (see [21]), but it is L p(Rn, dx)-unique iff pn2 (the
critical index in the Sobolev space theory, see [5]).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It follows from Theorem 2.2, because if one
takes q= p, r=+, condition (2.9) becomes (2.8), and condition (2.10)
for a # [1, ] is automatically verified for V0. K
The proof of the lemma below is direct, so omitted (it is not used in the
proof of Theorem 2.2 below, but it is useful for understanding condition
(2.10) and for later purposes).
Lemma 2.3. Let p # [1, +]. If V: E  R satisfies (2.4) and
sup
0t1
&PVt & p<+,
then (PVt ) (resp. (P
V
t )) is a C0 -semigroup on L
p(+) once if p<+ (resp. on
L p$ once if p$<+, where 1p+1p$=1).
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We shall follow the proof of Theorem 2.5 in
[26]. Assume at first V0. Set Vn :=V7 n. Note that
(i) D/D2, p=the domain of the generator L&Vn of (PV
n
t );
(ii) (L&Vn) f  (L&V) f in L p, for all f # D;
(iii) supn0 sup0t1 &PV
n
t & p<+ (1 in reality).
By a variant version of the KatoTrotter theorem in Pazy [20, Theorem 4.5,
p. 88], if we can show
(1&L+V)(D) is dense in L p(+), (2.11)
then (L&V, D) is an essential generator of some C0 -semigroup (Pt ) on
L p, and (PVnt ) converges strongly to (P

t ) on L
p. On the other hand, by
Fatou’s lemma, for any 0 f # L p, PVnt f  P
V
t f, +-a.e. Therefore P
V
t =P

t
and all conclusions of Theorem 2.2 follow. It remains thus to establish the
key (2.11).
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Let p$ (resp. q$, r$) be the conjugated number of p, i.e., 1p+1p$=1
(resp. q, r). For (2.11), it is enough to show that for any h # L p$
((h, (1&L+V) f ) +=0, \f # D) O h=0. (2.12)
We shall do it in two steps.
Step 1. By condition (B) and Ho lder’s inequality, hV # Lr$. Now for
any f # D2, p & D2, /D2, r , let ( fn)/D be the sequence specified by
condition (2.9). Since 1r$<+ and Lr is the dual space of Lr$, we can
choose a subsequence ( fnk) converging to f w.r.t. the weak* topology
_(Lr, Lr$). Consequently
(h, (1&L) f ) += lim
k  
(h, (1&L) fnk ) + (by (2.9))
=& lim
k  
(hV, fnk ) +=&(hV, f ) + .
Noting that (hV, f ) +=(R 1(hV), (1&L) f ) + where R 1=+0 e
&tP t dt,
we get therefore
(h, (1&L) f ) +=&(R 1(hV), (1&L) f ) + , \f # D2, p & D2,  .
(2.13)
Now for any A # B with +(A)<+, f :=R11A # D2, p & D2,  and
(1&L) f =1A . From (2.13) we deduce
|
A
h d+=&|
A
R 1(hV) d+,
where it follows h=&R 1(hV), +-a.e. Consequently h belongs to the domain
Dr$(L ) of the generator L of (P t) on Lr$ and
(1&L ) h+Vh=0 in Lr$. (2.14)
Step 2. For any *>0 and a # [1, +), consider the resolvent
R V* g :=|

0
e&*tP Vt g dt, \g # L
a(+) (2.15)
(the integral above, defined as Stietjes integral, is convergent in the operator
norm & }&a for all a # [1, +), because V0). We show now
h=R V1 [(1&L ) h+Vh]=0 (2.16)
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which is the desired result (2.12). The second equality in (2.16) is trivial by
(2.14). To show the first, we have by the triangular inequality and h=
R V n1 ((1&L ) h+V
nh) (recalling Vn=V 7 n),
&R V1 ((1&L ) h+Vh)&h&r$
&(R V1 &R
V n
1 )((1&L ) h+Vh)&r$+&R
Vn
1 ((V&V
n) h)&r$
&(R V1 &R
V n
1 )((1&L ) h+Vh)&r$+&(V&V
n) h&r$ ,
where the last inequality follows from &R V n1 &r$1 (by the assumption
V0). By dominated convergence, R V n1 g  R
V
1 g in L
r$ for any 0g # Lr$.
Thus the last two terms above tend to zero as n  . So (2.16) follows.
We turn now to the general case where V # Lq. The proof is essentially
the same and the reader sees how condition (2.10) intervenes.
Let Vn=V 6 (&n). Applying the theorem proven in the nonnegative
case to Vn+n, we get that (L&Vn , D) is an essential generator of (PVnt ).
Note by condition (2.10),
sup
0t1
&PVnt &a sup
0t1
&PVt &a<+, for a= p, r. (2.17)
Applying [20, Theorem 4.5, p. 88] to obtain the desired result, it remains
to establish (2.11) or equivalently (2.12) with 1 replaced by
*0 :=1+log+( sup
0t1
(&PVt & p 6 &PVt &r)).
For such *0 , the integral (2.15) giving R V*0 is convergent in the operator
norm & }&r$ .
The proof of (2.12) in Step 1 above still works, which yields (2.14) with
1 replaced by *0 . It remains to prove the first equality in (2.16) with 1 sub-
stituted by *0 . With the same triangular inequality estimation, we are
brought to show
v R Vn*0 g  R
V
*0
g in Lr$ for any 0g # Lr$ ;
v supn0 &R Vn*0 &r$<+.
The first property above follows from (2.10), our choice of *0 , and the a.e.
nondecreasing convergence R Vn*0 g A R
V
*0
g, by monotone convergence. The
second follows from (2.17). The proof of Theorem 2.2 is completed. K
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2.3. Several Corollaries
We present now several corollaries. By following Kato [11] and Chung
and Zhao [4] in the classical situation where L=2, we introduce
similarly the weak Kato class Kw ,
V # Kw if ess sup
x # E
Ex exp \|
t
0
|V| (Xs) ds+<+, \t>0
(2.18)
(for the usual Kato class, one requires that the last quantity tends to 1 as
t  0+). The following corollary extends the well known Kato theorem
which is for p=2, L=2, and D=C 0 (R
n):
Corollary 2.4. Assume that (Pt) is symmetric w.r.t. +. Under condition
(2.8) on D, V # L p and V & # Kw ; then (L&V, D) is L p-unique.
Proof. Condition (2.10) is satisfied for a=r= and by the symmetry,
it is also valid for a=1. By interpolation, (PVt ) satisfies (2.10) for all
a # [1, +]. Now this corollary follows from Theorem 2.2 with q= p and
r=+. K
The following corollary gives another important situation where the
condition (2.10) can be verified easily:
Corollary 2.5. Assume that + is a probability and that (Pt) is a symmetric
Markov semigroup satisfying the defected logarithmic Sobolev inequality
E+f 2 log f 2
4
*
(E( f, f )+m0), \ f # D(E), & f &2=1, (2.19)
where (E( f, f ) :=(- &L f, - &L f ) + , D(E) :=D(- &L)) is the Dirichlet
form associated with (Pt) acting on L2.
Given 1<p<q, r<+ verifying 1q+1r=1p, if the following condi-
tions are satisfied by (V, D):
(i) V # Lq and e&V # 1<a<+ La(+);
(ii) D satisfies (2.9);
then (L&V, D) is L p-unique.
Remarks (2.iii). By the Gross Theorem, the defected log-Sobolev
inequality (2.19) is equivalent to
v there are q>p>1 and t>0 so that &Pt & p, q :=&Pt &Lp  Lq<+.
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See Bakry [3]. Corollary 2.5 extends several classical results such as
Theorem 4.2 in Hoegh-Krohn and Simon [10], and Theorems X.58 and
X.59 in Reed and Simon [21], from p=2 to p{2.
Proof of Corollary 2.5. By Theorem 2.2, it is enough to show that for
every r # (1, ) fixed,
sup
0t1
&PVt &r<+. (2.20)
To this end, as PVt fP
&V&
t f for all f0 and e
bV&max[1, e&bV] # L1 for
all b>1, we can assume without loss of generality that V=&V&0.
Now let D+2,  :=[ f # D2,  | _=>0 : f=], and Vn=&(V
& 7 n). For
p # (1, +), set
Ep( f ) :=( f p&1, &Lf ) + , EVp ( f ) :=( f
p&1, (&L+V) f ) +
for f # D+2,  . The defected log-Sobolev inequality (2.19) implies
| f p log f p d+c( p)(Ep( f )+m( p))
for f # D+2,  with & f &p=1, where
c( p)=
p2
*( p&1)
, m( p) :=m0
4( p&1)
p2
(the defected log-Sobolev inequality in L p ; see Bakry [3]). We now translate
this inequality into that for EVnp ( f ).
By the DonskerVaradhan variational formula for entropy, for any b>0
b |
E
V&f p d+&| f p log f p d+log |
E
ebV& d+ :=M(b)<+,
for all f0 with & f &p=1. Then by the defected log-Sobolev inequality in
L p above, we get
b |
E
V&f p d+c( p)(Ep( f )+m( p))+M(b), \f # D+2,  , & f & p=1.
Taking b=b( p) :=2c( p), we obtain
EVp ( f )
1
2
Ep( f )&
m( p)
2
&
M(2c( p))
2c( p)
.
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Substituting it into the the defected log-Sobolev inequality in L p above, we
get
| f p log f p d+2c( p)(EVp ( f )+m(V; p))
for all f # D+2,  with & f &p=1, where
m(V; p) :=m( p)+
M(2c( p))
2c( p)
.
The same is true for EVnp too (because E
Vn
p ( f )E
V
p ( f )). As D
+
2,  is stable
by (PVnt ), the Gross theorem for equivalence between the L
p-log-Sobolev
inequalities and the hyperboundedness (see, e.g., [3, Theorem 3.2 and its
proof, pp. 3941]) is applicable for (PVnt ), and it gives us: for any p>1,
t0
&PVnt &L p  L q(t, p)exp(m^(V; t, p)),
where
q(t, p) :=1+( p&1) e*t2, m^(V; t, p) :=|
t
0
m(V; q(s, p)) ds. (2.21)
Letting n  , we obtain by monotone convergence
&PVt &L p  L q(t, p)exp(m^(V; t, p)) (2.22)
which is much stronger than (2.20). K
We now turn to the physical objects introduced in Subsection 1.1 and
give an affirmative answer to Question 1. The following result extends
Theorem 1.1 from p=2 to all p # [1, +). The Meyer inequality plays a
prominent role.
Corollary 2.6. Let 1p<+ and L be the generator of the free
quantum field w.r.t. + on S$(Rd&1), given in Subsection 1.1.
(a) If 0V # L p, then (L&V, FC 0 ) is L
p-unique;
(b) Under (1.4) for p0= p, (L&V, FC 0 ) is L
p-unique.
Proof. (a) By Theorem 2.1, we have only to verify condition (2.8). It
is known that FC b is dense in D2, p for every 1<p< (see [26, Proposi-
tion 4.1]). Since any element FC b can be approximated by those of FC

0
in D2, p (easy from (1.3)), then FC 0 is dense in D2, p for every 1<p<,
then for p=1 too.
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Now for some q # ( p, +) and for any f # D2, p & D2,  , choose
A>a>0 so that & f &<a, and ( fn) # FC 0 so that
& fn& f &2, 2q  0.
Let hA : R  R # C 0 (with compact support) so that hA(x)=x for any
|x|a and |hA |A over R. Obviously &hA( fn)& f &p  0 and &hA( fn)&
A. For condition (2.8), it remains to show that hA( fn) # D2, p and
LhA( fn)  LhA( f )=Lf, in L p(+). (2.23)
To this purpose let De(L) be the extended domain of L in the probabilistic
sense given for instance in [31]. We have by the path continuity of the
Markov process (Xt) and the Ito formula that hA( fn) # De(L) and
LhA( fn)=h$A( fn) } Lfn+h"A( fn) 1( fn , fn). (2.24)
The first term at the RHS converges to Lf in L p, because [h$A( fn)]n , being
bounded, tends in measure + to h$A( f )=1. For the last term, [h"A( fn)]n is
bounded and tends to h"A( f )=0 in measure +. By Meyer’s inequality (see
[26, Proposition 4.1], for some constants Cq , C$q ,
&- 1( fn , fn)&2qCq &- &L fn&2qC$q &(1&L) fn&2q . (2.25)
Thus [1( fn , fn) p ; n0] is uniformly integrable. Consequently hA( fn) # D2, p
by Lemma 2.3 in [31], and the last term at the RHS of (2.24) tends to 0
in L p(+), too. Hence (2.23) follows.
(b) Since the L p-uniqueness is stronger than L1-uniqueness in the
actual situation (because + is a probability), we have only to prove it for
1<p<. Since FC 0 is dense in D2, r for every 1<r< (as recalled
above), this part follows directly from Corollary 2.5 by the well known
Nelson hypercontractivity for the free quantum field ((Xt), (Pt)). K
3. POSITIVE IMPROVING PROPERTY IN
THE SENSE OF CAPACITY
We assume from now on that + is an invariant probability measure of
(Pt) and the Markov semigroup (Pt) is +-essentially irreducible, i.e., for any
*>0 and for any A # B with +(A)>0,
R*1A :=|

0
e&*tPt1A dt>0, +-a.s.
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i.e., the resolvent R* is positive improving (this is equivalent to the
ergodicity of the stationary process P+). When (Pt) is symmetric w.r.t. +, it
is well known that the essential irreducibility implies that Pt , t>0 are
positive improving. The aim of this section is to strengthen that property
by means of the capacity.
We shall place this in the set-up of Kazumi and Shigekawa [12]. In the
following we fix m>0 and 1<p<+. The (m, p)-capacity Capm, p of an
open subset G/E is defined as
Capm, p(G) :=inf[&Vm f & pm, p : Vm f1, +-a.s. on G], (3.1)
where Vm=Vm(1) is given in (2.2), and for an arbitrary A/E,
Capm, p(A) :=inf[Capm, p(G) | G open and G#A]. (3.2)
We assume throughout this section the basic assumptions below (in [12]):
(A.1) Dm, p & Cb(E) is dense in Dm, p ;
(A.2) there exists an algebra C/Dm, p & Cb(E), separating points
of E;
(A.3) the capacity Capm, p is tight, i.e., for any =>0 there exists a
compact K/E such that
Capm, p(E"K)<=.
Now introduce the dual Sobolev space (D &m, q , & }&7&m, q) with negative
index as the completion of Lq(+) w.r.t. the norm
&g&7&m, q :=&V m g&q , V m :=
1
1(m2) |

0
tm2&1e&tP t dt.
Theorem 3.1 (see Fukushima and Kaneko [8], Kazumi and Shigekawa
[12]). Let m>0, p # (1, +), and 1p+1p$=1.
(a) [8, Property (a), p. 45] Every f # Dm, p admits a Capm, p -quasi-
continuous version f . For f, g # Dm, p , if fg, +-a.s., then f g~ , Capm, p -
quasi-everywhere (i.e., except a set of Capm, p -zero).
(b) [12, Proposition 2.6] (D &m, p$ , & }&7&m, p$) is the dual space of
(Dm, p , & }&m, p), and their dual relation ( } , } ) is an extension of the usual one
( g, f ) + .
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(c) [12, Proposition 3.3] If . # D &m, p$ is nonnegative, i.e., (., u) 0
for any 0u # Dm, p , then there is a unique nonnegative measure & on E
charging no set of Capm, p -zero, so that
(., u)=|
E
u~ d&,
where u~ is the Capm, p-quasi continuous version of u. The set of all such
nonnegative functionals or measures will be denoted by D +&m, p$ .
(d) [12, Theorem 4.7] For any Borel subset A of E, Capm, p(A)=0 if
and only if
&(A)=0, \&=. # D +&m, p$ .
See Malliavin [18] for the theory over an abstract Wiener space.
We now apply those results to get the desired Capm, p -positive improving
property. For applying the criterion (d) above, we isolate at first a key
condition (ii) below:
Lemma 3.2. Let 1<q<+. Assume that
(i) P: Lq(+)  Lq(+) is +-positive improving, i.e., for any f # Lq+(+)
(the space of all elements nonnegative and not identically zero +-a.s. of
Lq(+)), Pf>0, +-a.s.
(ii) Q: Lq(+)  Dm, p is a linear bounded and nonnegative operator
such that its range Ran(Q) :=Q(Lq(+)) is dense in Dm, p .
Then QP is Capm, p -positive improving, i.e., for any f # Lq+(+),
Capm, p( QPf
t
0)=0. (3.3)
Proof. Though [ QPf
t
0] is not Borel measurable, it is so up to a set
of Capm, p -zero. Hence the criterion of Theorem 3.1(d) is applicable, and it
gives us that (3.3) holds if and only if for any nonzero nonnegative measure
&=. # D +&m, p$ ,
|
E
QPf
t
d&=(., QPf )>0. (3.4)
Let Q*: D &m, p$  Lq$(+) be the dual of Q: Lq  Dm, p . It is easy to see that
Q*.0, +-a.s. by the nonnegativeness of Q. Since Ran(Q) is assumed to
be dense in Dm, p , the kernel of its dual is trivial, i.e., Q*.=0 O .=0 for
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any . # D &m, p$ . Therefore Q*. # Lq$+(+). Consequently by the positive
improving property of P, we have
(., QPf ) =(Q*., Pf ) +>0,
the desired result. K
Proposition 3.3. Let m # (0, 2] and 1<p<+. For any f # L p+(+),
Capm, p(R1 f
t
0)=0. (3.5)
Proof. By the resolvent equation, R1 f =R2 f +R1R2 fR1R2 f, +-a.s.
By Theorem 3.1(a),
R1 f
t
 R1 R2 f
t
, Capm, p-quasi everywhere (in short, q.e.).
Read P=R2 , Q=R1 , and p=q in Lemma 3.2. Condition (i) is satisfied by
P=R2 and by the +-essential irreducibility assumption. Since Q=R1 : L p
 D2, p is an isomorphism and D2, p is a dense subset of Dm, p (since
m # (0, 2]), condition (ii) in Lemma 3.2 is also satisfied. K
Proposition 3.4. Let m>0 and 1<p<+. Assume moreover that
(Pt) is symmetric w.r.t. +. Then for any f # L p+(+) and t>0, Pt f # Dm, p and
Capm, p(Pt f
t
0)=0. (3.6)
Proof. Since (Pt) is a holomorphic semigroup on L p(+) (see [21,
Theorem X.55]), Pt : L p(+)  Dm, p is bounded for any m, t>0. For any
t>0, writing Pt=Pt2Pt2 , P=Pt2 satisfies condition (i) of Lemma 3.2
(well-known). For applying Lemma 3.2, it remains to check its condition
(ii), i.e., to show that Pt2(L p) is dense in Dm, p . Let k # N such that 2km.
Since D2k, p is the domain of L
k equipped with the graph topology and it
is dense in Dm, p (see [12, Proposition 2.5], but this is easy), we have only
to prove that Pt2(L p) is a core for Lk. As Pt2(L p) is stable by (Ps)s0 ,
and dense in L p (by the argument in the proof (4) of Theorem 3.7 below),
the last fact follows from the lemma below. K
The following general lemma is used in the proof above and will be
useful in Theorem 3.7. It is known for k=1, see [2] (our proof below is
simpler and gives a stronger result).
Lemma 3.5. Let (Tt) be a C0 -semigroup on some Banach space X with
generator L. Assume that D is a linear subspace of D(Lk) (k1), dense in
X. If D is stable for (Tt) (i.e., Tt(D)/D for all t0), then D is a core
for Lk.
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Proof. Fix some *>sup0t1 log &Tt &X . * belongs to the resolvent
domain of L. We have only to show that (*&L)k (D) is dense in X. For
this purpose, it is enough to show that for any y # X$ (the dual space of X )
satisfying
( y, (*&L)k x) =0, \x # D,
then y=0 (by the HahnBanach theorem). To that end, let (Tt*) be the
adjoint semigroup of (Tt), acting on X$. For any x # D/D(Lk) and t0,
d k
dtk
(e&*tTt*y, x)=
d k
dtk
( y, e&*tTtx)=( y, (&*+L)k e&*tTtx)=0
because e&*tTt x # D by our condition. Consequently h(t) :=(e&*t T t* y, x)
is a polynomial of degree less than k. But h(t)  0 as t goes to infinity by
our choice of *. Therefore h(t)=(e&*t Tt*y, x) =0 for all t0. Since D
is dense in X, the previous equality implies e&*tTt*y=0 for all t0,
i.e., y=0. K
Remarks. In contrast, Lemma 3.5 is no longer true if the stability of D
for (Tt) is substituted by that of D for the generator L. That can be seen
from the following counter-example: (Tt) is the semigroup of the Brownian
motion on Rn and D=C 0 (R
n "[o]). D is well stable by L=22, but it is
not a core for 22 in L p(Rn, dx) once if p>n2.
The following lemma should be known. Its proof is completely parallel
to that of Theorem X.55 in [21], then omitted.
Lemma 3.6. Let (?t) be a symmetric C0-semigroup of nonnegative operators
on L2(E, +), such that for some p{2, supt # [0, 1] &?t &p<+. Then for any q
strictly between p and its conjugated number p$, (?t) is an holomorphic semi-
group of some angle %(q) # (0, ?2) on Lq. In particular, L?t : Lq  Lq is
bounded, where L is the generator of (?t).
We now turn to the positive improving property of the FeynmanKac
semigroup (PVt ).
Theorem 3.7. Assume (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3) for some m # (0, 2] and
some 1<p<+. If
(i) V # Lq(+) for some q # ( p, +);
(ii) M :=log supt # [0, 1](&PVt &p 6 &P
V
t &r)<+, where 1q+1r=1p;
then for any f # Lr+(+)=[0 f # L
r(+) | ( f ) +>0] and for any *>M,
RV* f :=|

0
e&*tPVt f dt # D2, p and Capm, p(R*
V f
t
0)=0. (3.7)
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In the symmetric case, if moreover supt # [0, 1] &PVt &a<+ for some a outside
the closed interval between r and r$, then for any t>0 and for any f # Lr+(+),
PVt f # D2, p and
Capm, p(PtV f
t
0)=0. (3.8)
Proof. (1) Under condition (ii), (PVt ) is a C0 -semigroup on L
a(+) for
a= p, r, by Lemma 2.3. Let Dp(LV) be the domain of the generator LV
of (PVt ) acting on L
p(+), equipped with the graph norm & f &p+&LVf &p .
We claim that Lr & Dp(LV) is +continuously embedded in D2, p ; i.e., there
is some constant C>0 so that
& f &2, pC(& f &r+&LVf & p), \f # Lr & Dp(LV ). (3.9)
In fact, for all f # Lr, we have by the explicit expression (2.5) and the
NewtonLeibniz formula,
PVt f (x)=E
xf (Xt) \1&|
t
0
V(Xs) exp \&|
s
0
V(Xu) du+ ds+
=Pt f (x)&|
t
0
PVs (VPt&s f ) ds (3.10)
(formula of Duhamel type). By the Ho lder inequality, the equality 1r+1q
=1p and by the contractivity of (Pt), we have for all t # [0, 1],
"|
t
0
PVs (VPt&s f ) ds"pt } sup1ts0 &PVs (VPt&s f )&p
t } sup
0s1
&PVs &p } (&V&q & f &r).
Therefore for all f # Lr & Dp(LV), f # D2, p (by (3.10) and by the strong
continuity of (PVt ) on L
p as well as that of (Pt) on Lr) and
sup
0<t1
&(Pt f &f )t&p sup
0<t1
&(PVt f &f )t&p+ sup
0s1
&PVs &p } (&V&q & f &r)
 sup
0s1
&PVs &p (&LVf &p+&V&q & f &r),
where the desired inequality (3.9) follows.
(2) In this step we prove that the embedding of Dr(L
V) into D2, p is
dense by means of (3.9) and of its counterpart below: provided that 1b+1q
=1a where paq 7 r, the Banach space Lb & D2, a equipped with norm
& f &b+&Lf &a is continuously embedded into Da(LV). (It can be shown
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by the same argument as in Step (1) but with the roles of L and LV
exchanged.)
For the desired denseness of Dr(L
V ) in D2, p , since D2,  is dense in
D2, p , it is enough to show that every f # D2,  can be approximated by
elements of Dr(L
V) in the norm of D2, p . To this end, fix f # D2,  . Then
f # Dp(LV) by the fact above (with a= p). For any *>M, f* :=
*RV* f # Dr(L
V) and then f* # D2, p by (3.9). As * goes to infinity,
f*=*RV* f  f in Dp(L
V) and in Lr.
In further by (3.9), as *  +,
&L( f*& f )&pC(&LV ( f*& f )&p+& f*& f )&r)  0
too, the desired approximation.
(3) Notice that RV* f # Dr(L
V)/D2, p (by Step 1)) for any *>*0>M.
Since RV* f(*&*0) R
V
*0
RV* f (by resolvent equation), for (3.7), we have
only to show that
Capm, p( RV*0 R*
V
t
f0)=0.
We shall apply Lemma 3.2 for P=RV* and Q=R
V
*0
. Obviously P=RV* : L
r
 Lr is bounded and +-positive improving. Since RV*0 : L
r  Dr(L
V) is an
homeomorphism, RV*0 : L
r  D2, p is bounded by (3.9). Then Q=RV*0 :
Lr  Dm, p is bounded too (since 0<m2). It remains to show that the
range RV*0(L
r)=Dr(L
V) is dense in Dm, p . But in Step (2), we have shown
that Dr(L
V) is even densely embedded in D2, p , then in Dm, p .
(4) For proving (3.8) in the symmetric case, first notice that PVt2 : L
r
 Dr(L
V) is continuous for any t>0, by Lemma 3.6.
For any t>0, write PVt =P
V
t2P
V
t2 . P=P
V
t2 is bounded on L
r and +-positive
improving (well-known), i.e., it satisfies condition (i) of Lemma 3.2. By the fact
shown above and (3.9), Q=PVt2 : L
r  D2, p is continuous.
Since Q(Lr)=PVt2(L
r) is dense in Lr (Indeed, let h # Lr$ verify
(h, PVt2 f ) +=0, \f # L
r. Then PVs2h=0 for all st. By the analyticity of
s  PVs2h in L
r$, PVs2h=0 for all s>0. Hence h=0, the desired claim.), and
stable by (PVs )s0 , by Lemma 3.5, Q(L
r) is a dense subset of Dr(L
V).
Thus by Step (2), Q(Lr)=PVt2(L
r) is also dense in D2, p , then in Dm, p . In
other words Q=PVt2 satisfies condition (ii) of Lemma 3.2. Hence the
desired result follows by Lemma 3.2. K
Remarks (3.i). In Lemma 3.2, we have seen that for the Cap2, p -positive
improving property, it is required that the range of Q is dense in D2, p ,
which means exactly that Ran(Q) is a uniqueness domain for determining
L in Lp. In other words the Cap2, p -positive improving property is intimately
linked with the uniqueness question.
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Remarks (3.ii). The (m, p)-capacity is sensible with m as well as with p.
For instance, when E=Rn, L=2, Theorem 3.1 holds for any m>0 and
1<p<+ (well-known) and all results in this section still hold (though
+=dx is not a probability). It is well known that (see Ziemer [33,
pp. 7375]) Capm, p([o])=0 iff mp>n. Therefore as soon as mp>n, any
Capm, p -quasi continuous function is continuous, and any Capm, p -quasi
everywhere positive function is positive everywhere. In case that m=2 and
0V # Lq(Rn), Theorem 3.7 yields that PtV f
t
is continuous and strictly
positive everywhere over Rn for every f # L+(R
n, dx) as soon as q>n2.
But it is well-known that ‘‘q>n2’’ is a sharp condition on V for the con-
tinuity and positivity of PVt f in this special situation (see, e.g., [4]). Now
the reader sees clearly that Theorem 3.7 is just an extension of that result
to the general infinite dimensional setting.
It would be very interesting to prove that PVt f is itself (m, p)-quasi-con-
tinuous once if (Pt) is ‘‘good’’ (Feller, for example). That is the extension
of the following well known result in the Dirichlet space D1, 2 : if (Pt) is the
semigroup of transition of a symmetric HuntMarkov process, then PVt f is
(1, 2)-quasi-continuous for V # B+ & L1(+) and f # L2(+) (see [16]). Since
the Hunt realization of (Pt) is unique up to Cap1, 2 -zero, we can guess that
the Hunt regularity is certainly not enough for this aim.
We end this section by a remark on condition (1.7), promised in the
Introduction:
Proposition 3.8. If , # Dm, p and Capm, p(, 0)=0, then as = decreases
to zero,
Capm, p(, <=)  0.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that ==1n  0. If in
contrary infn1 Capm, p(, <1n)$>0, then for each n1, we can find
compact Kn /An :=[, <1n] so that
Capm, p(An"Kn)<
$
2n+1
(by [12, (2.12)]. Since
An /\,
n
l=1
Kl+_ \.
n
l=1
(An & K cl )+/\,
n
l=1
Kl+_ \.
n
l=1
(Al & K cl )+
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we have
$Capm, p(An)Capm, p \,
n
l=1
Kl++ :
n
l=1
Capm, p(Al & K cl )
Capm, p \,
n
l=1
Kl++ :
n
l=1
$
2 l+1
,
where it follows
Capm, p \ ,
n
l=1
Kl+$2, \n1.
But by the property of the (m, p)-capacity for decreasing sequence of
compacts,
Capm, p \ ,l1 Kl+= limn   Capm, p \ ,
n
l=1
Kl+$2
which is in contradiction with the fact that
Capm, p \ ,l1 Kl+Capm, p(, 0)=0.
The proof is finished. K
4. L2-UNIQUENESS OF THE GROUND STATE DIFFUSION
The main purpose of this section is to solve Question 2.
Theorem 4.1. In the Euclidean quantum field setting of Subsection 1.1,
assume that the interaction potential V satisfies (1.4) for p0=2. Then for the
generator L, given by (1.6), where , is the ground state specified in Theorem
1.1, (L,, FC 0 ) is essentially self-adjoint on L
2(S$(Rd&1), +,=,2+).
Besides Theorem 3.7, we require also the following crucial
Lemma 4.2 (see [31]). For the generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck generator
L given by (1.3) and the associated square-field operator 1, we have
(a) If h # C2(R) satisfies
|h$(t)|M, |t } h"(t)|M, \t # R, (4.1)
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then for any p # [2, +) and for all u # D2, p with u0, +-a.s., h(u) # D2, p
and there exists some universal constant C( p) depending only on p such that
&Lh(u)&pMC( p) &Lu&p . (4.2)
(b) Let 1pq<r+ satisfy 1q+1r=1p and q2. Then
there exists some universal constant C( p, q) such that
&1(u, u)&pC( p, q) &Lu&q } &u&r , \u # Lr & D2, q . (4.3)
In particular for all u, v # Lr & D2, q , uv # D2, p and
&L(uv)& p&u&r &Lv&q+&v&r &Lu&q+2C( p, q) - &u&r &v&r &Lu&q &Lv&q .
It is a particular case of Corollary 5.2 in [31] (where the extra condition
‘‘h(0)=0’’ for part (a) can be removed automatically, because one may
consider h(x)&h(0) instead of h in the probability space case). In fact, let
H be the usual SobolevLax space on Rd&1 with index (&14, 2) equipped
with inner product ( f, g)H :=( (2B)&12 f, (2B)&12 g) L2 (Rd&1, dx) where B=
- &2d&1+m2. We can always find another separable Hilbert space H
such that H/H /S$(Rd&1) (continuous and dense embedding) and
(H , H, +) constitutes a triplet of abstract Wiener space. By (1.1), it is easy
to see that the transition semigroup (Pt) of (Xt) is exactly the second quan-
tization of (Tt=e&Bt) acting on H. So Corollary 5.2 in [31] is applicable.
A quite delicate point is that Lemma 4.2(a) may be false if u is not
nonnegative.
We are now ready to give the
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Its proof is divided into three steps: the first
consists of drawing information about , furnished by condition (1.4); in
the second step we translate the question into the denseness of ,FC 0 in
Lr & D2, 2+ , by means of Theorem 2.2; and the last property is verified in
Step 3.
(1) By Corollary 2.5 (and its proof) and Lemma 2.3, under the
second condition in (1.4), (PVt ) is a C0 -semigroup on all L
r, 1<r<+.
Condition (ii) in Theorem 3.7 is verified for all 1<p, r<+ and its
condition (i) is satisfied for some q>2. Moreover by the hyperbounded-
ness of (PVt ) shown in (2.22) and by P
V
t ,=e
&*(V) t ,, we have , # r>1 Lr.
Then by Theorem 3.7, the ground state , belongs to D2, a for some a # (2, q).
To get the strict positivity of , in the sense of (1.7) by means of Theorem
3.7, we should be sure that conditions (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3) in Section 3
are satisfied for m=2 and for any p # (1, +). Conditions (A.1), (A.2) are
contained in [26, Proposition 4.1]. The key tightness condition (A.3) is
due to Feyel and de la Pratelle [6, 7].
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Since PVt ,=e
&*(V) t,, Cap2, a(, 0)=0 by Theorem 3.7. Finally by
Proposition 3.8, Cap2, a(, <=)  0 as = decreases to zero.
(2) Note that u [ ,u is an isomorphism from L2(,2+=+,) to L2(+)
and for any u # FC 0 , u, # p>2 D2, p by Lemma 4.2(b). We have the
following ground state representation,
(L&V+*(V))(,u)=,L,u
for any u # FC 0 . Consequently (L
,, FC 0 ) is e.s.a. in L
2(+,) if and only
if (L&V, ,FC 0 ) is L
2(+)-unique. By Theorem 2.2, we have only to show
that for any r>2 sufficiently large and for any u # D2,  , there exists a
sequence vn # FC 0 so that
&L(,vn&u)&2  0, &,vn&u&r  0. (4.4)
In the other words, the closure of ,FC 0 w.r.t. the norm & }&r+& }&2, 2
contains D2,  .
(3) For the simplicity of notation we adopt the following convention:
2+ denotes any number strictly larger than 2, but sufficiently close to 2;
& denotes any number large enough. Moreover they may change from
one place to other. For the clarity we divide the verification of (4.4) into
three points.
(3.1) Note that the closure of FC 0 w.r.t. the norm
& }&&+& }&2, 2+ contains D2,  by the proof of Corollary 2.6. Moreover
D2,  is dense in L& & D2, 2+ . This is quite easy. Indeed for any
f # L& & D2, 2+ and for any =>0,
&*R*( f )& f &&+&L(*R*( f )& f )&2+<=
when *>0 is sufficiently large. Fix such a * and next choose g # L so that
& f& g&&<= and & f& g&2+<=C where C is the norm of *R* : L2+ 
D2, 2+ (which is bounded). Therefore f= :=*R* g # D2,  satisfies
& f=& f &&+&L( f=& f )&2+<3=
the desired claim.
Thus for (4.4), by Lemma 4.2(b), it is enough to show that any u # D2, 
can be approximated by elements of ,(L& & D2, 2+) in L& & D2, 2+ .
(3.2) This point is crucial: since Cap2, 2+(, <=)  0, then there
exists some nonnegative function g= # D2, 2+ so that (see [8]),
g~ =1, Cap2, 2+-q.e. over [, <=] and &g=&2, 2+=Cap2, 2+(, <=)  0
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as =  0. Let h # C 2b(R) satisfy h(t)=1 for all t1 and (4.1). By Lemma
4.2(a), we have
h(g~ =)=1, Cap2, 2+-q.e. over [, <=] and &h(g=)&2, 2+  0. (4.5)
(3.3) Now for any u # D2,  , put
v= :=,&1(1&h(g=)) u, u= :=,v= (1&h(g=)) u,
where the convention 00=0 is used. Let a= # C 2b(R) be some function
satisfying a=(t)=t&1 for all t= and condition (4.1) (for some M depend-
ing on =). Then by Lemma 4.2(a), a=(,) # L & D2, 2+ . Next applying twice
part (b) of Lemma 4.2, we get
v= ,&1(1&h(g=)) u=a=(,)(1&h(g=)) u # L& & D2, 2+ .
Therefore u= ,v= # ,(L& & D2, 2+). By point (3.1), it remains to show
that u= tends to u in L& & D2, 2+ . But
u&u= h(g=) u
tends to zero obviously in L&, and it converges to zero in D2, 2+ too, by
(4.5) and Lemma 4.2(b). K
Remarks (4.i). Though in this paper d1 is arbitrary, but for well
defining most part of useful physical interaction potentials, we need that
d2 (and d=1 is reduced to finite dimensional case). Let us discuss three
typical physical models in dimension d=2. In general the interaction
potential takes the following formal form on S$(R) % S,
V(S) :=|
R
g(x) :V(S(x)):+ dx= :

n=0
an |
R
g(x) :S(x)n:+ dx, (4.6)
where 0g # L1(R, dx) & L2 is some space cut-off function, and V(r)=
n0 an rn is some holomorphic function on C representing the classical
interaction (V is a type of quantization of V), and :S(x)n:+ is the Wick
ordering associated with the Gaussian measure + on S$(R).
Example 4.3. The P(,)-model. For this model V(r)=P(r) is a lower
bounded polynomial of degree 2k4. It is well known that the corre-
sponding V satisfies (1.4) for all p0>1 (see, e.g., Simon [22]). The essential
self-adjointness of the Schro dinger operator (&L+V, FC 0 ) was estab-
lished by Glimm and Jaffe, Rosen, Segal, Hoegh-Krohn, and Simon among
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others during the years 19651975 of constructive quantum fields (see
[10, 22] for historical comments).
By Corollary 2.6, (L&V, FC 0 ) is unique in L
p(+) for all 1p<+.
By Theorem 4.1, its associated ground state diffusion generator (L,, FC 0 )
is essentially self-adjoint in L2(,2+).
We remark that for this model, the L2-uniqueness of the ground state
diffusion follows directly from Theorem 3.5 in [26] and from Theorem 3.7
(without using Lemma 4.2), because , # p>1 D2, p (a consequence of
Theorem 3.7 by the fact that V # L&).
Example 4.4. Hoegh-Krohn exponential model. In this model the poten-
tial is given by (4.6) for V(r)=e*r, where * is some real number. When
|*|<- 2?, it is known that V* given by (4.6) is in L2 and nonnegative, and
(&L+V* , FC 0 ) is essentially self-adjoint (see Simon [22, Theorem V.25]).
For applying Theorem 4.1, we have to verify that V* # L2+(+). To this
purpose let (Ot) be the standard OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup acting on
L2(+), i.e., Otu=e&ntu for u belonging to the n th chaos of L2(+). We have
the relation
Ot Ve t*=V* .
But by the hypercontractivity of Nelson for (Ot),
Ot : L2(+)  Lq(t)(+)
is contractive where q(t)=1+e2t. We deduce that if *2<2?,
V* # L p, \p<p(*) :=1+
2?
*2
. (4.7)
Hence Theorem 4.1 is applicable and it gives the L2(,2+)-uniqueness of the
associated ground state diffusion generator restricted to FC 0 . Moreover
by Corollary 2.6, (&L+V* , FC 0 ) is unique in L
p for all 1p<p(*),
extending the L2-uniqueness result mentioned above.
Example 4.5. SineGordon trigonometric model. In this model V(r)=
cos(*r+%0) where %0 is a constant. Then
V*(S)=|
R
g(x)(cos %0 :cos(*S(x)):+&sin %0 :sin(*S(x)):+) dx.
From the exponential model and the chaos decomposition, we see that
V* # L2 as long as *2<2?. By the same argument as in Example 4.4, V*
satisfies still (4.7).
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The second condition in (1.4) is also satisfied by this potential (due to
Fro lich). Then Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 2.6 are applicable and yield the
same results as for the exponential model above.
For the last two models, Theorem 3.5 in [26] is not applicable for the
L2-uniqueness of the associated ground state diffusion generators.
Remarks (4.ii). The L2(+,)-uniqueness in Theorem 4.1 for the ground
state diffusion implies the L p(+,)-uniqueness for all 1p<2 (because +, is
a probability). Notice that some general results about the L p(+,)-unique-
ness for 1p<2 are obtained by Eberle [5, Corollary 5.4], but one of his
conditions,
,(2& p)p # D1, 2p(2& p) ,
is not well adapted to the ground or excited state diffusion (except for
p=1). Note also that the results of Liskevitch and Ro ckner [15] are
neither applicable here.
What happens for the L p(+,)-uniqueness for p>2? This is a challenging
open question. Our approach is not at all well adapted for p>2, because
the ground state representation used in the proof above is only an iso-
morphism in L2, not in L p for p{2.
Remarks (4.iii). We conclude this paper by recalling that (L,, FC b )
is not essentially self-adjoint on L2(S$(Rd&1, +,) for any excited state ,, in
contrast with Theorem 4.1 for the ground state; see [29] where two explicit
and different ‘‘physical’’ self-adjoint extensions are given. We can also guess
this negative result from the proof above, in which two essential properties
are not satisfied by excited states:
(1) , >0, Cap2, 2+-q.e.;
(2) Lemma 4.2(a) holds only for ,0 (see [31]).
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